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ABSTRACT
The seven-week field experience was. designed.to increase·the
student'.s understanding of public healt�.

She was also to develop her

awareness of factors wh�ch affect public health program planning and the
coordinatiQn of the roles of the public health nut�itionist with the roles
of other health workers.
These objectives wer� achieved thr�ugh.observation and participation
in the ,program of the Nutr�tion Section of the Florida Division of Health.
A review of environmental influences, health�related statisti�s, and the
existing administrattve structures of the Division of Health and the
Nutrition Section was related to health pr�gram planning.

The professional

characteristics of th� public health nutritionist were assessed and applied
to the functional aspects of administration, consultation, and instruc
tion.

A project in in-servic� educati9n for public health nurses is

discussed, and its impact on the parttcipants.evaluated.
A principle of the public health philosophy described perceives
the public health nutritionist

as a specialized health professional with

responsibility for leadership in achieving and maintaining adequate nutri
tional status.

The influences of community cooperat�on on program

planning and . of coordinatiqn with other healt4 workers .on the role of the
public health nutritionist is discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Nutritional care is the applicatiqn of nutrition science to the
health care of the people (1).

As the member of the he&lth care team

responsible for the nutri�ional care services, t4e public health nutri
tionist must u�derstand her relationship to the. other disciplines in the
field.

She must have a philosophy of ·_public health which enables her t�

coordinate nutrition activities with the oth�r programs of :a department.
To develop this philosophy is one.of the reasons .that persons providing
health services ���k furthe� education.

Through academic training they

can increase their expertise in a specific field.

To be a public health

nutritionist implies a competence in human nutrition.

Choice of a minor

field of study broadens the outlook of the student and provides an added
dimension to his training, for to be a public health nutrit�onist also
implies an orientation toward maintenance and improvement of the health
of all groups in the society and leadership in health and nutritional
planning (2).
The field experience plays :a unique part in professional development,
as it allows the student ,the opportunity to.integrate facts and situati�ns.
She must determine the relevance of her knowledge to an environment, then
connnunicate her reconnnendations.

How she reacts.to that situatton and

what sh� chooses to communicate will be a reflection of .her philosophy.
Therefore, the student proposed objectives .for t4e field experience.
which reflected the previous academic training and experiences and which
1

2
served to-enlarge her public health philosophy and create an understand
ing of her role in the public health field.

The objectives for the seven

week field experience completed in the state of Florida were as follows:
1.

To implement the development of a philosophy of public health.

2.

To increase the awareness of the various factors which

influence health programs�
3.

To increase the understanding of the role of the public

health nutritionist in relation to the roles of other health workers.

CHAPTER II
FACTORS IN FLORIDA HEALTH PROGRAM PLANNING
Variqus factors influence heal-ti program planning.

The topography,

the population, and the existing administratiye struct�res at the state
and community levels'affect program development.
I.- ENVIRONMENTAL-INFLUENCES
Florida means a bower of flowers (3).
by producing year round foliage and beauty.

Plants respond to its climate
The eight county region

selected for the field experience lies in the south central portion of
the state in the heart of the Florida citrus belt.

This area includiqg

Charlotte, DeSoto, Hardee, Highlands, Marttn, Manatee, Okeechobee, and
St. Lucie Counties is shown on the map of Florida in Figure 1.
ranked first as the nation's producer of oranges in 1969 (4).

Florida
In this

region, lands not suitable for groves produce grass where. cattle ranches
Except for Highlands, Hardee, and DeSoto Counties

and dairies prevail.

which are part of the C�ntral Highlands terrain of low hills and flat
lands, the region is Coastal Lowlands an4 is gener�lly quit� level (5).
Agricultural work represents the principl� source of income for
many inhabitants.

All crops marketed in 1969 represented a 961 million

dollar business for Florida (4).
harvest .the crops.

Often migrant workers cultivate and

Manufacturing employment,also reflects the agribusiness

as food processing is the main industry of the region (5).
This area is favored with the famed Florida weather which draws
people to.retire here.

These.counties have an average January temperature
3

4

STATE

OF

FLORIDA

Legend:
Counties in the region chosen
for the field experience
Counties participating in the
State Migrant Health Projects
in 1970

'§

Counties participating in separate
Migrant Health Projects in 1970
I

Figure 1. The map of the state of.Florida showing the .eight·courity .
region for the field experience and the counties participating in.
Migrant Health Projects in 1970.
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of 63 degrees and an average.August temperature of 82 degrees (S).
have.shared in the inunigrant.influx.

They

Of tQe average monthly gain in

population in Florida in 1969, 77 percent were in-migra�ts to the state (6). .
II.

HEALTH-RELATED STATISTICS

The climate and the immigration are keys to the assessment of the
public health situation •. Since the _ground does not freeze, bacteria and
fungi have a favorable environment.
inland water areas.

Mosquitoes breed near the .large

Th� Florida State Board of .Health was formed in

response to the yellow-fever epidemic of ,1888 (7).

Increased chronic

disease death rates have been related to the us� of Florida as a retirer
ment haven (6).

In 1969, 13. 2 percent .of the ·population of Florida were

65 years of _age and older (6) as compared to 9. 7 percent in the total
United States population (8).

Many of these older p�ople have limited

resources.to provide adequat� h�alt4 care for themselv�s.
The ten leading causes of. death are . used.as he�lth indicators.
This list for 1969 for the United States, Florida, and the eight counties
of the region is shown in Table 1 (6, 9).

The pattern for the state is

similar to the nation with diseases of .the heart, malignant neoplasms,
cerebrovascular disea�e, and all accidents being the four leading causes
o� death.

This is also tru� for the counties when the ·three leadi�g

causes _of death are considered.
inconsistent among the counties.

After . that, variation occurs which is
This may be a reflection of the

relatively small number of deaths recorded for certain causes.

Certainly

the facts that diabetes mellitus was in the listing for all but DeSoto

Table 1.

The ten leading causes of death in the United.States, Florida, and the eight-county.region in �969.
Place

U.S.*

Fla.

Malignant neoplasms

2

All accidents
Influenza pneumonia_
Bronchitis, emphysema, asthma
Certain causes of·mortality in
early infancy

Cause of Death
Diseases of.the heart
Cerebrovascular disease

Cirrhosis of the liver

Diabetes mellitus
Arteriosclerosis
Suicide

Peptic ulcer

Infections,of the kidney

1

1

Counti·.
CharHigh- ManaMartin
lotte DeSoto. Hardee lands
tee

2

2

2

2

1
2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

5

5

6

5

4.
4

6

5

5

5

9

6

5

7

7

5

6

7
5

6

7

6

7

10

5

5

9

-

8

5

7

8

7

·6

10
7

8

-

-

8

9
10
11

-

7
8

-

9

9

9

-

-

7

6

-

-

-

7
7

6

8

-

1

9
7

8

7

-

1

St.
Lucie

1

1

1

Okeechobee

8

6

10

5

-

10

-

1

1

8·

6

8

8

9
10

8

-

9

8

*Provisional statistics.
Sources: . U. s. _Bureau of Census 1971 Statistic�! Abstract of the United States. 92nd edition.
U. ·S. Government Pr�nting Office, Washington, D. -C. ;_ Divi_sion of Health 1970 Florida Vital Statistics
1969. Departme�t of _Health and Rehabilitative Services, State of Florida, Jackso.nville, Florida.
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County and that peptic ulcer was shown in the ten leading causes of
death in Charlotte, DeSoto, Hardee, and Manatee Counties are.of interest
to the nutritionist.

Cirrhosis of the liver which ranked higher_as a

cause of death i� Flarida and the eight counties than in the nation has
nut�itional implications.
The·residen� birth, death, and infant mortality rates also give
clues to areas.for emphasis in health program planning.

These are shown

for the United States, Florida, and the eight county region in Table 2.
(6, 9).

Florida has a slightly lower.birth rate but a higher infant

mortality rate than the nation as a whole.
eight county region.

This trend is true for the

The high infant mortality rates of Charlotte, DeSoto,

Hardee, ,and Okeechobee Counties are startling.

With the exception of

Hardee County all of the counties in the region had higher resident death
rates than the state· of Florida or the nation.
III.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DIVISION OF HEALTH

The Florida State Board of Health was organi�ed in 1888.

With

governmental reorganization in 1969, the board.?ecame the .Division of
Health of the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.
In addition to th� administrative area which includes planning, health
education, personnel, public health nursing� child health, and nutrition,
the division has 13 bureaus and an Epidemiology Research Center which
receives a part of its supervision from the Bureau of Resea�ch but remains
organizationally part of administration (5), although it is not included
in the administrative organization which is shown in Figure 2 (10).

Table 2 .. _ The resident birth and death rates per 1,000 population, and infant mortality
rates per 1,000 l ive births, py race, for the United States, Fl�rida, ·
·and the eight county region in 19690
Place
Resident Rates
Birth rate
White

U.S.*
·17.1

Death rate
White

9.5

Nonwpit�.
Infa�t mo�tal�ty rate
White
Ncmwhite

20.7

Martin

Okeechobee

Lucie

20.8
21.1

18.5
15.6
12.1

16.9
l S.5

9.6
9.5

14.9
12.0

18.0
16.7

15.3
13.2

13.3
11.4

17.7
15.7
26.2

19.3

11.4

21.7

11.8 21.7
9.6 22.5

12.0
12.2

16.5

17.5

15.5

11.3

10.4
10.2
11.9

13.6
12.6

22.6

34.7

51.9

17.6

23.7 12.5

Nonwhite

Countz-.

Char-.
High- ManaFla. latte DeSoto Hardee lands
t�e

39.0

25.0

28.8

39 .. 4
18.2 35.9
49.1
35.8 100.0** 26 .. 7** 65.2**

22·.7

17.5
12.5

14.8
23.6

24.3·

18.7

16.5
11.1

21.2

18.7

l0e6

15.7
35.9

16.1
25.4

St�

23.9

19.3

13.2
10.1

33.7

27.8

39.1
0.0**

17.3
41.0

*Provisio�al stati�tic$, ra�e·unavailable.
**Based on l �ss than 100 live births, which limits the significance of the rate.
Sources: U. S. Bureau of Census 19}1 Statistic�! Abstract of the United States .. 92nd edition.
U. S. Govenunent Printing Office, Washington, D. C.; Division of Health 1970 Florida Vital Statistics
1969 •. Depa-rtme�t ·of ·. Health and Rehabilitati:,ve Services, ·stat � of Floric;la, Jacksonvi�le, Florida�.
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The Director of the Division reports to the Secretary of the
Department.

Those section administrators in the administrative area

report to the Director.

The other 12 section administrators connnunicate

through the appropriate bureau chiefs to the Director. During the period
of observation, the previous Bureau of Mater�al and Child Health was
divided into the Bureau of Maternal Health and Family Planning and the
Section of Child Health.·
Florida has ha4 a St�te Migrant Health Project funded by the
Public Health Service since 1964 (11).

The 12 counties participating in

nine projects in 1970 are shown in Figure 1 (10).

The projects in Dade

and Palm Beach Counties are funded separately (10). At .a seminar
presented by the section administrator, the problems of _many of the
migrant workers and the steps being taken to alleviate them were explained
(12). A contract was negotiated with the Public Health Service to conduct
a nutritional status evaluation and remedial out�each program for migrant
agricultural workers and their families in Palm Beach and Lee Counties.
T4e program included medical and dental examinations, wrist bone x-ray
for evidence of malnutrition, biochemical tests for blood and urine levels
of key nutrients, and assessment of nutrient quality of food intake of
some 2,200 adults and children (13).

This was completed in 1972.

Other. special projects· which are under the administration of the
Division are those for maternal and infant care and children and youth
health services. ·The infant mortality rate in Florida indicates a
continuing need for healt4 services for this high-risk group. There are
five Maternal and Infant Care Projects located in Florida (10), although

11
none of them are located in the eight county region chosen for the field
experience.

There are also two Children and Youth Projects in Dade

County.
The Bureau of Dental Health program emphasizes the prevention of
dental disease.

This means the active promotion of water fluoridation

or of defluoridation in areas with excessive natural fluorides.

The

present dental health program also provides dental inspection and parent
consultation for preschool.and school children in areas .lacktng dental
manpower resources (14).

In 1971, 33 county health departments had

dental programs with 29 full-time clinical dentists, six part�time
licensed dentists, an� 15 fee-for-service dentists who work in public
health clinics (13).
The·Bureau of Laboratories provides.laboratory support for service,
regulatory, and research programs of county he�lth departments and the
bureaus and sections of the Division of Health.

Florida has a Guthrie

screening program for the detection of phenylketonuria.

These tests are

analyzed at the laboratories in Jacksonville and M�ami (13).
The Health Education Section sends appropriate·materi�ls to
whoever,requests_them.

A large selection of films is available.

They

also develop educational and audiovisual aids for the other sections and
bureaus of the Division (15).
The 67 county health departments form the service base of the
state health division program.

In 1970 the Division employed 2,486 people

at the county level and 936 persons at the state level (10).

The minimal

staff .of a county department consists of a health officer, a public

12
health nurse, a sanitarian, and a clerk. Additional staff depends upon
the population and the budget_of the particular county.
At .the local level the .Programs.are integrated for the provision
of health services,to the people. The screening programs of the Bureau,
of Adult Healt4 and.Chronic Disea�es, innnunization programs administered
by th� public healt� nurses, and the tuberculosis control programs are
examples of services wi4ely available. Th�se services are designed to
I

I:

meet"' thqse needs indicated by the vital statistics for the county and
the state.

In order.to hold. a screening program t4e agreement of the

local medical society, the county health department, and

a

community

club sponsor is necessary (16). For example, such a program to detect
di�betes mellitus wa� conducted in 11 counties in �970 (10).

These

counties we�e selected on the basis of need and local approval of the
projeGt.
The cost of .maintaining the public health structure in Florida
in 1970 was 47.2 million dollars. The money came.from state appropria
tions, local finances, federal grants, and other grants and donations.
Special grants for maternity and infant care, ch�ldr�n and youth health
services, tuberculosis control, migrant.health, family planning, health
services for Cuban refugees, and pesticide studies were also used for
funding (13).

CHAPTER III
THE·NUTRITIO� COMPONENT IN FLORIDA HEALTH SERVICES
In 1915 pellagra was a relatively conmton cause of death in Florida
exceeded only by cardiovasc�lar renal diseases, cancer, and.tuberculosis.
It was this di�ease that pushed·the State's nutrition program into action
when the State Board-of Health undertook aggres�ive measures aimed at ·
diet improvement (7).
Anemia was a primary factor in the organization of the Department.
of Nutrition Investigations and Services within the State Board of Health
in 1946.

Florida was.the first.state_ in the country to organize such a

service.

From 1950 to 1958 Nutrition and Diabetes Control were combined

in a division.

From 1958 until 1972 the Division, then Section, of

Nutrition was a_part:of the Bureau of Local Health Services. (7).

It is

now a section in the administrative area.
I.

THE OBJECTIVE S FOR NUTRITION SERVICES IN FLORIDA

The objectives of the Nutrition Section of the Division of Health
form a part,of the explanatory material on the nutrition program in each
county health officer's manual (17).

These objectives are as fqllows:

1� To promote ·understanding of the role.of nutrition in health
maintenance, health protection and disease control by providing
authoritative information on diet and nutrition _tq both the public
and to· public health personnel.
2. To identify nut;ition-related health problems
existing· a�
·
the local level.
. 3. To provide nutrition consultative services and nutrition
educat!on services to guide in the development of good food.
selection habits essential for health maintenance and di�ease control�

13
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4. To participate in basic and continuing education of public
health professionals, educators, and sub-professional-health·
personnel who can disseminate and apply nutrition information.
5. To provide consultation service to group care and day
care fac�lities to help upgrade.the quality, palatability,
efficiency and sanitation of .food.services.
6. ro coordinate public health nutritional services with
related programs of other state agencies and connnunity groups.
II.

THE NUTRITION SECTION ORGANIZATION

The Administrator of the Nutrition Section is directly responsible
to the Director of the Division of.Health.

The Administrator of the

Section now heads a staff :of 41 public health nutritionists.

State

consultants, regional, county, and special project .nutritionists, and
nutrition residents provide the services of the_Section.
Four positions for nutrition residents have been developed.

In

this way it is possible to employ a person without a Master's degree who
will be assigned to a county or an area of several counties which have
expressed an interest in a nutritionist.

They attend seminars while in.

residency, and the opportunity for further education on full salary is
afforded them.
Administration
The-Administrator of the Nutrition Section directs the work of the
staff and plans the role that the Section will take in.the development of
nutrition services for the people of Florida.

The planning is done· in

cooperation with the staff.
A regional staff meeting illustrated the close conununiGation which
the Administrator maintains with the staff.

The Administrator reported

15
on happenings at the state lever-which would affect the staff while the
regional, county, and special project nutritionists.responded with reports
of current program work.

She emphasized the place of pertinent trip

reports in adequate program planning and evaluation.

These reports should

indicate that the work accomplished related to the proposed goals for the
year (18).
The Administrat�r provides the budget estimates for the section.
She prepares a yearly legislative budget request.in August for the coming
fiscal yearo

Funds from the state, federal gra�ts-in-aid, and grants

and donations are used to provide the services planned in the program (19).
To support these budget.requests, planning and evaluating are
continuing processes for the Administrator.

Monthly narratiye and

statistical reports are required from each nutritionist and the annual
report for the section is included in the Division of Health Annual
Report (10).

To meet_the projected needs of the state, the recommended

budgeted nutritionist positions would be one day per week per 10, 000
population or one full time nutritionist per 50, 000 population.

Currently

they have.reached the half-way point toward their goal (20).
State.Consultants
Six state.consultants serve in their fields of expertise such as
training, maternal.and child health, and institutional nutrition.

Their

principle emphases in coordination of services are with the Bureau of
Adult Health and Chronic Diseases, tqe Bureau .of Maternal Health and
Family Planning, the Bureau of Local Health Services, and the Sections
of Child Health and Public Health Nursingo

16
The nutrition training coordinator plans,for the work of the
graduate students and dietetic interns, develops the in-service programs
for staff c�nferences, determines the seminar subjects for the nutrition
residents, serves as the consultant for the Bureau of Adult Health and
Chronic Diseases, and provides nutrition services for a three-county area.
She planned the program and conducted the discussion following the
presentation of the public health nursing consultant in renal dialysis
at the regional staff meeting which the student observed.

The training

coordinator had developed a diet booklet for dialysis patients.

She also

has the responsibility for reviewing the current nutrition and public
health journals and providing copies of pertinent a�tic�es for nutri
tionists throughout the state.

In 1972 graduat� students in public

health nutrition from Tulane University, the University of ·North
Carolina,_ the University of Michigan, and the University of Tennessee were
assigned for field experience with the Nutrition Section.

The student

participated in several of the sessions planned for the dietetic interns
from the J, Hillis Miller teaching center who have a one-month field
experience in public health nutrition (21).
The state nutrition consultant in maternal and child health serves
as a liaison between the Bureau of Maternal Health and Family Planning
and the Sections of Nutrition and Child Health.
assigned to a three-county area.

In addition she is

She provides current educational

information to the nutritionists and helps to establish guidelines for
using these materials (20).

An example of her responsibilities in

continuing education was observed as she part�cipated at a teachers'
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workshopo

A slide series which she prepared illustrated the possibili

ties for innovative approaches to the presentation of nutrition informa
tion.

A wealth of visual aids promoted audience understanding during her

verbal presentation.
The three state institutional nutrition consultants give guidance
to day care centers, hospitals, and nursing homes o

They have licensure

and certification responsibilities as well as teaching duties.

The

state has been divided into four regions for administrative purposes.
Currently there is no state-wide licensure law for day care
centers in Floridao

Although Duval, Orange, and Dade Counties are

covered by state regulations administered by the Division of Family
Services governing th� operations of such centers, in the other 64
counties the responsibility may be delegated to a licensing board, the
county health department or no one.

One state consultant provides

consultation on nutrition and management to the day care centers in
addition to her other duties.

She works through the regional and county

nutritionists and is based in the Nutrition Section in Jacksonville (22).
The observations at the private day care centers in Jacksonville
and in the Connnunity Coordinated Child Care program there showed the
possibilities and the need for such facilities.

The ·educational program

for child care students at _Florida Junior College was explained and the
day care center observed.

These visits illustrated the need for

professional nutrition consultation as many centers do not have trained,
food service supervisors.

Often the consultant's role may change to that

of the teacher as she provides the necessary inforID;ation for operation
of the centero
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Two state consultants are located with the Bureau of Health
Facilities.

They must be able to recogni�e good practices and offer

necessary suggesti�ns for. the improvement of poor services.

Their

responsibilities are centered around the licensure and certification
surveys for hospitals and nursing homes and the promotion of ,good
communication bet�een the facilities and the Division.
based on state law and regulation.

Licensure is

Certification for Medicare .and

Medicaid facilities requires meeting the Federal Conditions of Parti
cipation (23).

Detailed survey forms are used which explain the

conditions for assessment of complianceo

Because of the number of

facilities in each area, the regional or county nutritionist· may be
called upon to do the nutrition part of the licensure survey.

The

student observed this proc.ess and the techniques involved in a nursing
home.survey.
The institutio�al nutrition coordinator tQ the Division of
Administrative Services who provides for technical supervision of the
state institutions such as correctional facilities, tuberculosis hospitals,
and.mental hospitals explained her responsibilities and the thrust of her
new position at the·�egional staff meeting and the seminar for dietetic
interns.

Through coordination of all facets of the program, the

Division of Health hopes to provide better care and more efficient
services to this population.

She indicated that the role of the regional

nutritionist in the program would be in providing service and consulta
tion as needed at the instit�tional and connnunity levels (24).

The·

student _observed this role when the regional nutritionist presented a
class at the Alcoholic Rehabi+itation Center and consulted with its
trained food service supervisor.
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Regional Nutritionist
The activities of .a regional nutriti0n�st were observed for five
weeks.

She was involved in · all areas of comprehensive nutritional care.

These nutriti0nal care services included activities related t0 assessing
f0od �ractices and nutritional status; planning, developing, and
evaluating nutrition education activities; dietary counseling services;
consultation to gro�p-care fa�ilities; and referral to fqod assistance
programs (25).
The,regional nutritionist assessed fo0d practices and nutritional
status each time she counseled a patient.

With the aid of a.24-hour

dietary recall record and an i�terview, she was able to determine what
the nutrition educati0n emphasis should be and to ch00se the materials
ac�ordingly.

This diet history form is shown.in Appendix A.

She had also

participated on the interviewing team for the agricultural migrant_ ·
workers nutrition survey.
Good planning for appropriate nutrition education requires
adaptability.

The nutritionist had to adjust her vocabulary and method

of presentation to the audience and the situati�n.

An example of this

wa� the .migrant health clinic where space was at a premium and where the
clients.had completed a day's work in the fields prior to coming to the
Here, a food demonstration using a minimal number of familiar

clinic o

ingredients and utensils was . done.

The preparation was explained simply

with the aid of posters, and tasting samples were pr0videdo
The·regional nut�itionist helps to develop the .teaching materials
she·uses o

The student was involved in a pricing _survey to update data
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which had been compiled from throughout the state of Florida for
establishing the minimal costs for nutritionally adequate family food
budgets.

These standards are used in couns�ling low-income families and

assisting the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services' Division
of Family Services to establish food allowances (13).

Each individual

nutritionist priced 100 items at four different .locati0ns.

The student

visited one urban chain store and one rural independent grocer and,noted
the differences and similarities of food choices and prices available to
the consumer.
The nut�itionist must evaluate the educational materials_in relati�n
to the need.

Several recipe books, flyers, and pamphlets have been

produced, but careful perusal,is still necessary to find suitable informa
tion for particular needs.

These materials are chosen to reinforce the

purpose of the partic�lar presentation such as a recipe for a vitamin A
rich dish or an appetizing meat substitute.
The nutritionist regularly provided courtseling services in prenatal
and well-child clinics in her region r�cognizing the priority needs of
this high-risk group as indicated earlier.
doctors .in charge of the clinics.

Patients were referred by the

Certainly referrals of patients who

needed help with normal diet during pregnancy or with prevention and
treatment of iron-deficiency anemia were most common.

The nutritionist

had reviewed the National Academy of Sciences' publication Maternal
Nutrition and the Course of Pregnancy (27) and provided copies of the
sunnnary to each of the physicians in the prenatal clinics.
Recognition of the importance of nursing homes to the Florida
population became apparent during a consultation visit and a licensure
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survey completed by the nutritionist which the student .observed.

Effec

tive supervision of the food preparation and service may be available
in the institution when they have a trained food service supervisor and
a consulting dietitian.

When either component is lacking, it is difficult

to provide safe, quality food to the patients.

The service of food

appropriate t� physical needs and medical conditions is �mportan�.
Regular surveillance by the nutritionist combined with effective
consultation helps to alleviate problems.
Food assistance programs are also a part of the comprehensive
nutrttional care services in Florida todayo

Because the food,stamp'_

program was new in several of the counties in her region, the nutri
tionist discussed the requirements for certification and the avail�ble
benefits with the director of the program.

This information was then

communicated to the public health nurses during an in-service education
program.
Although the regional nutritionist usually functioned in a multi
disciplinary setting, she was observed in an interdisciplinary situation
at the Tampa Diagnostic and Evaluation Clinic.

A child with

phenylketonuria whose family lives in her region i� being followed by the
Center o

Sh� participated in the case conference to develop a care·plan

for him involving the physician, social worker, nutritionist, and
psychologist from the Center.
T�us the regional public health nutritionist_fulfills her role in
providing comprehensive nutritional care.
during her clinic work.

She assesses food practices

She plans, develops, and evaluates her nutt�tion
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education activities such as food demonstrations to groups.

Dietary

counseling services are a regular part of her clinic scheduleo

She

works with both sta�e and local institutions providing consultation and
instruction.

Her knowledge of food assistance programs is.shared with

her co-workers so that those,clients eligible for program benefits may
receive them.

CHAPTER IV

'\

PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES OF A
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITIONIST
Several factors influenced the professional growth of the student
during the field experience·.

These may be classified as growth in the

areas of professional compentencies of the public health nutritionist:
administration, cons�ltation, and.instructiono
Io

ADMINISTRATION

The public,. health nutritionist is the member of the health team
who assesses community nutrition needs and plans, directs, coordinates,
and evaluates the nutrition component of health services (2)o

The

fulfillment of each of these functions related to the over�all success
of her job o
The regional nutritionist actually does,planning on three
administrative levels. The "Community Stu4y to Identify Nutrttion Program
Needs" form shown in Appendix B is completed annually for each.countyo
After studying various factors affecting healtQ programs, the nutritionist·
prepares an annual program plan containing he� objectives for the yearo
The vital statistics compiled by the Bureau of Vital Stati�tics and
published in the annual report, t4e characteristics of the community
including businesses, h�altl:i personnel, finances, educational f�cilities,
and the facilities and staff of the county health department serve as
guidelines for the outline of the programc
23

After assessing the needs
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and·establishing priorities, she must,budget he� time to provide
services to meet these needs.

The Highlands County Program Plan for
The

1972 is included in Appendix C as an example of the completed plan.
· state program plan reflects a compilation of these.individual planso

A good rapport.with the healt� officers and.�ursing supervisors
She. sought their

had been established by the regional nutritionisto

approval in the preparation of the program plan and commu�icated with
them regularly at staff meetings or informal conferenceso

The student

reaped th� benefits of their.cooperation in her teaching opportunitieso
Groups which were regularly included in the nutritionist's schedule
welcomed the person .she brought with her.
The·student discussed the on-going healt� programs in the counties
with the nursing supervisors.

These programs usually centered around the

services offered in· th� clinics and home visits for nursing care.

The

student began to realize the influence of the various factors such as
'connnu�ity interest, local facilities, and_health department staff on the
programs which the health department can offer.o !he nursing staff. charged
with all home nursing care for the Medicare program will have less time

..

for other program development than the one with minimal responsibility
in this area.

.

Once the objectives for the year have been deter�ined, th� monthly
schedule must be planned in accordance with these object�veso

The

student noted how certain regular clinics had priority in this sch�dule
due to the assesse4 needs in the county that year.
special activities completed the cal�ndaro

Other duties and

It .was emphasized that the

time to plan for events must be included in the scheduleo

Without
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adequate planning the time used in presentation would be poorly utilized o
The first three weeks of the student ' s program had been planned as a part
of the nutritionist's regular schedule.

The student participated in

selecting acttvities for the last two weeks which included si tuations to
implement the previous professional experienceso
The necessi�y for flexibility in planning was shown at the third
level where the program for each day was prepare�.

After the visits for

a particular day had been scheduled and preparations made for the
presentations , a call from the special proj ect nutritionist i�dicated that
a case conference for a child in the region had been scheduled .

Since

the regional nutritionist wa� to play a� integra� part in the formulation
of the child's care plan, she · postponed her previous engagements .
The nutritionist reported her work daily to the health department
of the county in which she worked.

These reports and the monthly trip

reports which she , filed wit� the Nutrition Section helped her evaluat�
the . thrust of her program.
II.

CONSULTATION

The · areas of _ cooperation between the nutritionist and the public
health nurse highlighted the consultative role of the public health
nutritionist.

When a nutritionist is not available full-time at a health

department, one method of making optimum use of her time is through
consultation with the public health nurse.

Thqse cases which require

home visits are outlined on a nutrition referra� form .

When possibie,

both professionals made the home . visit together so tqe nurse would also
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unders tand the instructions and recommendations given to the particular
pa tient o

In this way sh� wou�d have a better b ackground when dealing

with similar ca ses .

In any event the nutri.tionist recorded the outcome ·

of the visit and the recommendations for care on the patient ' s record a t
the county healtq depar tment o
In addition to the pub lic health nurses , the nutritionist was
ob served in o ther cQnsulta t�on work .

She often played bo th roles , th e

consultant and the consultee .
She was a consultant to a j unior high school home ec onomics
teacher who had a degree in home economic S. education and want ed specific
informat ion on nutrition teaching materials o

The nutritionis t provided

addresses for informa tion and ideas for activities .

She relied on

personal files and experience to respond to the ques tions . a sked by the
teacher o
To relate most ,effectively to the needs of a . group , the nutri
tionist mus t sometimes be a consultee o

One exam� le was a c onferenc e wi th

th e Head S t�rt . program director in one of the counties o

By discus sing the

parent _par ttcipa tion in the progra� and the nutrition education availab le
to the children in the school , the nutr itionis t was ab le to gauge what
her role might _ be in providing nutritional services .
These two situa tions helped illus t�ate the role of . the nutri
tionist in rela tion to other community service worker s .
reciprocal .
the other o

Of ten it is

By sharing information , the two can implement the goals of
They can also aid each other in prob lem solving situa tions o

The nutritionist must distinguish bet�een the educationa l role
and the consultative ro le .

In education , the teacher has some clear idea
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of the content which she wishes to impart.to the student, whether this
be factual knowledge or a range of skills or attitudes.

In contrast,

the consultant is guided in her work entirely by the presenting needs of·
the consultee.

Education may be seen as a specific activity to promote

a high level of competence and the need for it diminishes as the
professional person becomes more competent and capable of high level
independent operation.

..

In contrast, the need for consultation and its

value may rise with the increasing competence of the consultee (28).
The differentiation of these two roles was illustrated in a nursing home
without a trained food service supervisor.

The nutritionist provided

needed instruction in menu planning, c�st CQntrol, and food service.
She introduced information at the level of the inexperienced food
service supervisor and explored the possibilites for improvement.

She

sought the cooperation of the manager and nursing director during
consultation so that the reconnnendations might be implemented .
III.

INSTRUCTION

The · instructional role of the nutritionist may be with professional
or nonprofessional persons.

She must adapt , her methods to the environment

and needs of each of these groups.

Two workshops presented during the

expe-r.tence illustrated the differences in techniques, one was for
teachers and the other for community health aideso
Both workshops were cooperative efforts of area nutritionistso
the case of the teachers ' workshop, the regional nutritionist was
responsible for planning the program, in the other case she was a

In
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participant ,

The · joint effort meant that no one nut�itionist was

responsible for the entire program and that each could concentrate on
her part of the presentation.

For the teachers' workshop other resource

people such as the school lunch director were included on the progra� o
However, clear commu�ication is essential if the information is to be
presented effectively during a joint effort.

This · group coordination

requires a greater time investment in planning for the program than that
for t�e individual . nutritionist .
The - teachers' workshop covered a broad :inter�st range as the
participants taught class�s from kindergarten to . senior high school . with
subject matter areas ranging from home economics to psychology.

The

morning session was . devoted to the conceptual approach to curriculum
design including nutrition.

One concept discussed wa� that food selection
'l..

and eating pattei;-ns are detemlned by physic�!, social, me�tal, economic,
and cultural factors .

The · employment of this c_oncept at each grade

level was amplified.
Presentations by the state consultant in maternal and child
health and a high schqol home economics teacher highlighted the session .
The · latt�r speaker was , one of the most ,enlightening parttcipants· "·in the
program as she had succ�ssfully helped her students use commodity foods .
She had also worked with the language .arts .teacher so that both groups
of students cooperatively prepared �ne-minute nutrition spot announce
ments for the school public address system o

In these examples effective

teamwork for the ach ievement of mutual goals was illustrated o

Serving

as a liaison between the schools and the Division of Health , the public
health nutritionist could communicate the current ch�nges which might
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affect their curriculum.

The afternoon session dealt: with specific

ideas for certain. age categories as the participants were divided into
small discussion groups.
In contrast to the teachers ' workshop, th� purpose . of the workshop for! community health aides was to give correct nutrition information
in a usable form.

Several agencies may employ community health aides o

They may be assigned to a specific progra� area, such a family planning,
but in their function as a liaison between the home and the agency they
often provide nutrition information .
This workshop was the student ' s first exposure to the plate concept
as a teaching tool.

It. was developed by the Florida Nutrition Section

and explained by one of tqe special proj ect nutritionists .

The four

food groups had been color coded in accordance with the United States
Department of Agriculture educational materials .

The plate h�d been

divided into thirds and the milk group was represented by a rectangle
attac�ed to the right of the plate .

As the participants recalled their

diets, the nutritionist wrote the food names on the appropriate area of
the plate .

Thus the meal was assessed for . adequacy in terms of the four

food groups .
The · methods for evaluation varied between the two workshops o

The

teachers ' workshop was begun using a quiz to illustrate the wide range
which a thorough knowledge of _ nutrition covers.
the discussion groups following the quiz .

The student · led one of

At the end of the day a written

evaluation of the program was elicited from the participants e

They

indi�ated the most . helpful parts of the session and areas which they
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would have expanded or deleted.

These evaluations were reviewed by the

nutritionist so that the ideas could be incorporated into the next work
shop ,
A r�view of

A pretest was given to th� community health aideso
the test was included as part of the program o
at the last workshop in the series of four.
pation were encouraged during the session.

A posttest will be given
Their comments and partici

For the student, it showed

how allowing the group to r�act , spontaneously to the ideas presented
fostered a learning atmosphere.
The nutritionist is also able to broaden the range of h�r influence
through using in-service education with professional groups .

Planning

the in-service programs meant deciding on the goals of the program.

The

topics were requested by th� particular nursing pe�sonnel and · included
phenylketonuria, infant feeding, and : food . stamp regulations ,

The · specific

amount and type of mater�al presented depended upon the topic and the
nutritionist's assessment of the knowledge level of the staff involved .
She also planned specific interviews when necessary to gain the correct,
current information which she would need.

A suitable time and pl�ce for

the program - had to be arranged with the nursing supervisor .

Once again

clear communication about the objectives was importa�t.
Informality was the keynote of the presentations.

The open

atmosphere prompted response from the nurses so that th�ir questions .
could be answered.

Every attempt _ was made to relate the subjec ; to the

immediate situation through examples and iliust�atio,ns .

During the

presentation the nutritionist related the information gained from i�ter
views and her , research , into the topic.
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The evaluation of an in-service program can be difficult .
nutritionist did not use tests for the professional groupso

The

Some measure

of the interest generated by the presentation could be determined by the
connnents from the nurses following the presentationso

Long-range

evaluation is also possi�le as she can observe whether the concepts she
presented are used during the .clinic consultatiqn .

Another assessment

would be a record review to chEt,ck how often plans . for effective nutrj;
tional care included and evaluated in the chart connnentary .
The principle nonprofessional instruction was done in diet
counseling in the clinics .
responsible for one of them .

The student .helped with the clinics and was
She learned to appreciate the varied diets

which patients consumed even though they were in the same geographical
area .

The greatest ch�llenge was to help the pregnant patient understand

the relevance of diet to her condition .

The provision of an adequate diet

seemed especially difficult for those mothers with several children in
the home.

They almost always put the children's nutr:i.tional needs ahead

of their own .

The other group of special concern were the high-risk

pregnant ,adolescents .

Often their typical diets of , soft . drinks and

potato chips prevented feared weight gain and failed to provide adequate
nutrition .

These cases impressed the importance of flexibili�y in the

method of teaching by the nutritionist .
It was possible to evaluate the teaching pr�cess through the
measu�ement of . certain biological parameters o

Hematocr:f.t determinations

were used as a regular part of the diagnosti� work-up of six-month and
one-year-old children in three of the well-child clinics.

Those children
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who had lower than normal values were referred to the nutritionist .
Certainly food dislikes are an important .aspect of .iron-deficiency
It may also be precipitated by the consumption of large quanti

anemia.

ties of milk at the . expense of other foods o

The student noted that often

parental dislikes were reflected in the child's attitudes .

Therefore,

the educ�tional process ha4 to be directed at the parent as well as the
child.

More immediate follow-up was scheduled for these children with

repeat hematocrit evaluations used to determine improvement of the
condition.

Height and . weight records also give indications . of the

effectiveness of . nutrition education.

D�etary adequacies and inadequacies

a�e noted by the ,gain . or loss of . weight or failure to increase in stature.
The regional nutritionist and the student c�unseled nonprofessional
persons at .the roving clinics in one of the counties .

Here, an outlying

clinic , was set up for an afternoon w:1.th t�ree . nurses and a physician in
attendance who treated patients on a walk-in basis·.

Due to the space .

limitation, the educational emphasi� was on prevention of nutrition
related disease . through c�nsumption of an adequate diet.

The adaptations

which must occur in cross-cultural communic�tion were experienced here.
One of the clinics was held in a primarily Spanish-American neighborhood o
Cultural food habits and at�itudes toward child rearing had to be.
considered if the teaching was to be effective .

Indeed, we must know

their attitudes, beliefs, and prejudic�s about food and why they",,h ave
them before we can devise any educational progra�s that will be
accepted (29) .
The · nutritionist also conducted home visits to teach nonprofessional
persons ,

These were cases of specia� need . whicq the . nurses had referred
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to the nutritionist o

The most connnon referral was for the explanation

of a diabetic diet. Since . the professional time investment for such ._ a
visit is constderable, it is important that proper planning occur o

The

nut�itionist discussed the patient '.s hhtory wit� the ·, nurse and checked
the doctor ' s diet prescriptions as well as c�rrent medication .

Although

it was desirable for the nurse to accompany the nutritionist, if this
were impossible, cl�ar directions to the patient ' s home were a necessity �
Wh�n possible, the patient was contacted prior to the visit .
Certainly the home visit has the advantage that the patient can
learn in a famiiiar environment.

It is possible to provide the .informa

tion which applies directly to the situation. Thus, the patie�t can
realize . the possi�ilities for following the physician ' s and nutritionist ' s
recommendations.

CHAPTER V
THE IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROJECT FOR NURSES
A major responsibility of the nutrit�onist in .a lac�l public
health agency is the continuing nutrition educ�tion of public health
nurses .

It is the public health nur�e who, more than any other public

health professional, assumes the responsibility for nutrit�on education
in direct .contact with individuals, families, and groups .

To do this she

does not _ need . to be . an expert . in nutrition, but she must have a sound
basis for the many decision regarding nutrition which she must make (30) .
I.

PROJECT CHOICE

The , special project was chosen after discu_ssic;m with the regional
nut�itionist.

During the f�eld ,experience the stuqent had h�d an

opportunity to teach nonpr ofessional groups and individuals .

It was

decided that the presentation of an in-servi�e training sessio� for the
four Highlands County pu�lic health nurses would be appropriate .
The nurses suggest those . topics in . nutrition in which they are
interested.

In this case, they �uggested a method, the case study,

rathe� than a particular nutritional pToblem o A family from the current
case load was chosen follqwing discussion� . with the nursing supervisor,
nutritionist, and nurse in charge of .the family .

The mother, the father,

and the daughter illustrated three aspects of what has be�n called the
number one.nutritional problem in . the United States, . overweJghto
34
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The obj ectives for the particular in-service program were as
follows :
1.

To illust�ate . the different .methQds of care which may · be used

for the same nutritional problem.
2.

To provide tqe public . health nurses . with .an example of a .

method for evaluating nutritional problems which might be used in other
cases.
3.

To give the student the opportunity to teach a professional

group using the case . study method.
II.

PROJECT PLAN

The · case study method consists of introd�cing to a group descrip
tive information depicting people in a situation composed of a . series of
events culminating in ambiguity or conflict ( 31).

By looking in depth

at one . person's problems , it is hoped that a carry-over to other
situations will exist.
been seen in the clinic.

In this instance , th� mother and , daughter had
The nursing supervisor , the public health

nurse , the nutritionist , and the student believed that a home visit
would be helpful in providing additional insight into the situation to
allow .the most beneficial counseling possible.
The background work prior to the home visit . included . an analysis
of . the diet history form and the patients' medical records �
had been counseled at the _prenatal clinic by .the student .

Th� mother
She weighed

263 pound·s anc;l had _ a history . of . gestati:,onal diabetes mellitus and.
large babies.

She indicated that she had always been heavy and had tried
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to lose weight by fad dieting at different times in her life. Although
the last child weighed ten pounds at .birth, the weight gain during the
entire pregnancy had been only seven pounds.
for all six pregnancies.

This had been the patt�rn

The five-year�old . daughter .was the only child

in the home. She had been brought to the clinic for immunizations .

She

weighed 104 pounds. The father had been seen but not counseled. It .was
f�lt that he was also overweight. This was confirmed by the mother.
From the mother ' s report, the family did not .snack but ate three large
meals daily.

Her concern when she spoke to the student was for acceptable

meat substitutes as . the father was unemployed .
The home . visit was conducted by the public health nurse, the
nutritionist, an4 the .stud�nt .

Company was welcome· at the rural home and

th� mother did not seem to regard the visitors as intruders. She had
taken the counseling seriously in . regard to all family members and had
reduced the .amou�t th�t sh� was . preparing for meals .

She had calc�lated

their caloric intakes as between 10 00 and 1200 . per day during the two
weeks . since she .had been seen at the clinic. An oral appetite control
agent had been prescribed for the child but had nqt ye� been purchased
due to cost. The child didn' t say that she was hungry but that she
"liked to eat . "

There was no scale available to check .. any possible weight

loss. The - father was employed and was not in the home at the time of
the visit.
From the information collected during this visit and the . diet
history form, an outline which formed the basis . of the in-service
presentation was wr�tten. It .included . the family history and their
current living situation .

This meant . an assessment of their ability to
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institute change, as any re�ommendations for diet changes usually affect
very basic lifestyle patterns .

Each person in the family was described

according to his previous medical history, the .reason for the current
clinic visit, and any medication which might affect his appetite and/or
mental state .

Their previous dietary his tory was as sessed and the

positive aspects noted .

These were included in the continuing care

portion of the outline .

This emphasi�ed the importance of follow-up by

both the nurse and - the nutritionist .
Materials were tak�n from the file · to illustrate the points to _
be made .

The graphic presentations of weight gain during pregnancy even

when the .woman is overweight initially wer�. used for the in-service
program ,

Information which could be used in continued instruction of the

mother was also reviewed .

As she was literate, "Your Child ' s Appetite,"

(32) a more detailed description of the physio:l,.ogical and psychological
influences on food consumption, was suggested .
III .

PROJECT PRE SENTATION

Adaptability was a factor in the presentation .
the program was postponed from its original date .

Due to illness,

At the appointed time,

one of the nurses still could . not attend .
The case was presented to the staff u�ing the outline as a gui�e .
A discussion of the coordinat�d roles of the public health nurse and the
nutritionist in the follqw-up care of the family was emphasized.

Because

of the high-risk nature of the mother ' s case, it was suggeste4 that close
communication with the physician be maintained .

It would not be ,desirable
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to have weight loss during pregnancy, but an active progra� in this
It was emphasized that

regard should be initiated following delivery.

the mother had a very positive attitude toward weight loss, especially
for the child.

However, due to the amount of excess weight in terms of

desirable weight : in both cases, this would be a long-term project.

She

would need extra support during those periods in which the weight plateaus.
It .was suggested . that a conference with the school . lunch director be
included to outline the child ' s school .meal.

A desirable side-effect

of . having both women in the family on weight -loss regimens would be to
have a similar plan for the father.

As he . had a _ physically demanding

job, the appropriate changes could be made in the lunch which .he carried
and . the meals served in the morning and evening could be similar for the
whole family.
IV.·

PROJECT EVALUATION

A follow-up clinic visit had been schedule4 for the daughter.
The mothe� would come to the prenatal clinic in one month .
No formal : evaluation of the material presented _to th e nurses was
conduc�ed.

However, positive responses about the value of the program

were received e

The nurses were able to identify other families in . the

case load with similar problems.

They were surprised to realize that

immediate weight loss was not recommended for th� overweight pregnant
One nurse commented that the county could use a full-time

woman o

nutritionist.
The nutritionist indicated that the presentation had been a success
ful one.

She believed that th� student had been able to relate well to
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the nurses.

However, she said that the nurse's supportive role , to the

family could ;have . been identified more st�ongly.

The treatment of the

overweight ,condition was not the sole . responsibility of the nutritionist.
The · presentation provided a worthwhile experience for the
student o

The plan!ing and preparation of th� outline proved to be the

greatest challenges.

This task brought out the importance , of asking the

right : questions to gain needed information during an interview and . a

home visit.

Also t�e integration of theoretical knowledge to provide

appropriate nutritional care in the practtcal situation was emph�sized.
It provided the ,opportunity to assess the related roles of .the public
health nurse .and t�e nutritionist in the care of a family o

As was

pointed out , by the nutritionist, this idea could h�ve been discussed in
greater det4il.
study method.

It was not . the student's first experie�ce with the case
However, previously she . had formally presented a treatment

plan which �as discu�sed with a supervisor rather than a group.

It

illustrated aga!n the advantage of going from the specific t familiar
case · to the gener�l situat�on.

If the audience is unable to identify

the similarities between situations, however, ' this could be a disadvantage.
It is not always possible to evaluate the long-range effect of
such a presentati<;m .

As the stud�nt left the county, she will be unable . 

to judge t�e total impact of the program.

Th� nutritionist will be able

to observe the information disseminated du�i.ng the clinic sessions and
judge the merits of the presentation.

She will also be able to assess it

from cqmments recorded on the . patient ch,art�.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS .
The seven-week f ield experienc e in Fl�rida provided the s tudent
with an oppor tuni ty to strengthen her own developing ph ilosophy of .
public health .

The · public health workers seldom discussed ph ilosophies ,

but their actions illus trated the ir princ iples .

Their emphas is on th e

local health depar tn;ient ,as a provider of preventive services was an
example .
The
all
one
The

They were interpreters o

To quote Glenn Frank ,

interpreter s tands between the _ layman , whose . knowledge of
things is indefinite , and the inves tigator whose , knowledge of
thing is aut�oritative . The inves tigator advances ·knowledge o
int erpret�r advanc�s progre�s ( 3 3 ) .

Flor ida Health Notes sugges ted tha t pub lic health is people caring
ab out their neighbors (13) .

Certainly that is a j us tif icat ion for

promoting health ,. however , th e prac tice of pu�lic health involves
adminis trative skills and ins tructional ab ilities .

The health worker

mus t be ab le to ascer tain . a comm.uni ty '.s needs and . to identify the pub lic
heal th prob lems .

He must - then plan the use of ;his resources . in relat ion

to the s ituat ion and allo ca te them ef fectively .

Following his actions , ·

he mus t b e ab le to evalua t� the� obj ec tively o
The . experience promo ted growth in �he recognit ion of _ fac tors
affec ting program planning .

In order to b es t serve the comm.uni ty , one

mus t be aware of the environmenta l inf luences , health-related s ta tis tic s ,
and health department organi�atiqn which af fec t the _ provision of services
and the mos t effect ive methods of providing them .
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If the public health nutritionist is to give comprehensive
nutritional care to the community, she must provide leadership by parti
cipating in functions of allied organizations.

In the clinic she also

gives leadership in nutrition education to the nurses and physicians as

sh� communicates her potential contribution to the team effort.

Thus,

she coordinates her role . with those of other health workers to provide
services ,
The public health nutritionist is a health professional and an
i�terpreter of nutrition information.

The student .needs additional

practtce in the .application of knowledge to the various situations . in
which a public health nutrttionist functions.

She is, however, competent

to practtce as a public health nutritionist, the member of the public
health team who assesses community nutrition needs, plans, directs,
coordinates, and evaluates the nutrition component of health services (2).
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APPENDIXE S

APPEND IX A
THE DIET HISTORY FORM
Interviewer__
-. ___________Pos ition._____.;.______ Date____
DIET HISTORY

-------------------------------------------------------

N ame_-________________ A ge____ Et hn ic Group_____
Address
Re as on for Nutritio,n Referral_ ______ _ Referred _ by-. _ ______
Physician' s diet order
Weight_-___________ _ Desir�b le Weight ----Height

***********************************************"'**************************

Have you ever talked - with a doctor , nurse or nutri�ionist a�out _wha t you
ea t?

------------- What did (he , she) tell you?_______
What foods . do you like bes t?---------------------What foods . do you not . eat ?-----------------------

When?

(Ask only if you think it app lies ) :
Do you ever eat .clay? Launqry starch?-------

Who cooks . most . of your food ?__________. Who else ea t$ the fo:9d -�
cooked ?

(No . , ages , etc o ) _______________________

Where do you buy food?__________ About how of ten? ------Ab out how muc4 money do you sp end . for food ?_______________

Wha t foods . do you usua l ly buy?_____________________
Do you -. get any £o 9 ds that you don ' t buy a t th e store?____ What?___

Fish or munt ?---------- Garden?------

Donared
commodities ?
...

-----

Other ?

Do · you have a refr igerator ?_______ Does it keep food cold?_____
Do you have a place to keep frozen foods?______________
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------- With an oven?------

What kind of . stove do you - have?

-----

With a · broiler?

----- Where?---How often do you take laxatives? ---------- What kind?----How often do you take . vitamins?----------- What kind?-----

How many meals do you eat .away from home .each ,week?

Do you have · any trouble chewing food? .

-----------

*************************************************************************

Connnents or . observations of interviewer (Include impression of validity
of information given) :
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Food Inta�e (24 Hou� Recall)
Tell . me about everything tha� you . had to.. eat .. and drink since th!$
time yes terday .

About at what times did
you . have : anything to , eat ? ·
An4 anything to d�ink?

What did you eat ? Drink? How· much .
dil . you . have ? How was it fixed? Any
thing added like b�t ter , margarine , .
fat , , oil , salad dres sing , · sugar , .·
syrup , · sa�t ; etc . ?

Recommendations (Use separa.te sheet ._to continued) :
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Checklist of Freqtiency _ of . Food · Use
Tell me how many times a .day and /or week you , eat each of these foods ? :
- Food
Milk, whole
Skim . buttermilk
Canned milk
Cheese . · cheddaf
Cheese, cottage
Ice cream, . pudding
Eggs .
Fish
Chicken, turkey
Beef, veal, lamb -Liver
Pork i1 · ham
Luncheon meats .
Dried beanS i peas
Peanut butter
Bacon . salt pork
Butter !I margarine
Cooking fat, . oil
Salad dressing
Orange, grp frt. - or .j uice
Tomato · or j uice ·
Fruit, raw
Fruit . canned .
Greens
Carrots . yellow veg.
r
Sweet potato
Potato
Vegetables
Cereal
R4ce 1 grits
Spagh .. . · noodles, mac .,
Bread
Biscuits, rolls
Crackers
Cake, cookies
Pie, pastry
Sugar
Syrup , honey
· candy
Jam� . j elly
Soft drinks, koolade ·
Beer . wine
Whiskey t _ etc .

Other:

Day

Week

How Much

APPENDIX B
THE · COMMUNITY STUDY TO IDENTIFY NUTRITION PROGRAM NEEDS FORM
COUNTY: ------YEAR: ________
COMMUNITY STUDY TO IDENTIFY NUTRITION PROGRAM NEEDS
1.

Population:
a o Total
White
Non-White
b e Age distr�bution:
( 1) Infants (total live births last year)
Non-White
_
WQite
. n'°!")__ _
_ o( 2) . Pres�hool (8% of total - p op ulat i( 3) Elementary school age
( 4 ) High School age
(5) Adult . population
(6) Estimat�d population over 65
( 7) Estimated Seasonal Population
Migrant
Tourist

---------

------

-------

----------

2.

County ch�rac�eristic�:
a. Square · miles area --------b . C-ities , vi llages or townships population
(include military . bases)

3o

County government:
a o County connnissione�s
( 1) Board Ch �irma n: -------------------
(2) · Board ; �embers:

ho

County health services
( 1) County Health O f fic �r ------------------�
(2) County Nursing Director ----------------------
Number of Nurses
- -------------
( 3) County Sanitarian 1)irector __
Number of Sanitarians
( 4 ) Other Personnel
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Co
d.

-----------------
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County Welfare Director
So c io-Economi c fa c tors
(1) Range of family incomes -------------
(a) % of population with in comes below current index of
% White·
% Nori-White
poverty : $
(2) Rate of unemployment
( 3) Maj or Business and industries :

---

---------

------------------------------------------------------------

(4) Number - of persons receiving public assistance .
Old age assistance
Aid for dependent c hildren
Aid to the blind
Aid to the disabled ----------County Welfare
(5) County parti c ipation in food as sistan c � programs
(a) Commodity food program : No o participating
Estimated % of those eligible
Agen cy sponsoring ----------------------What are requirements for re c eiving the food ? .

(b)

Fqod stamp program :
Estimated % of those .
No. parti c ipating
eligi ble ----------------------Age�c y sponsoring ---------------------------
Wha� are the requirements for re ceiving these stamps?

(c)

Supplemental food program :
Estimated .% of those
No o partic ipating
eligible -------------(6) Number of emergency food . orders issued in past year

-----

4.

State . government :
a. Area senators = ------------------------b.

So

Area representatives :

Educational fa c ilities :
a c Universities, c qlleges, or
techni cal sc hools
( 1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Estimated Programs in food, nutrition,
Enrollment home ·ec onomics, et c o
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b.

Enrollment

Schools (total number)
Public
Private and /or Parochial
·Special Schools

----:------

(1)
(2)

--------------School Board:
(a) Chairman ------------( b) Members -----------

------------

Supervisory personnel:
(a) Superintendent ,of Schools
( b) Supervisor of instruction (c) Specialized personnel : :: ----------School Food Service Supervisor
Home Economics Supervisor
------------Health Coordinator
Other

----------

(3)
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School food service participation
Type A Luncq
Total No . of students
participating
% of students participating
Price range
No . served free
No . served at reduced
price

Breakfast

Special Milk

Community r�sou�ces:
a . Hospi;als , extended care facilities and nursing homes (i�clude C . D. )
Remarks (Have fulltime or
# Beds
Name
CQnsulting diet itian)

b.

Health and medical personnel: (Number)
Specialists
( 1) Doctors
( 2 ) Dentists
( 3 ) Midw ives ( 4 ) RN's
( 5 ) PHN's
( 6 ) LPN ' s
( 7 ) Registered dietitians
( 8 ) Food service supervisors qualified for HIEFSS
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Co

Health agencies (official, non-official, VNA, Heart Asosciation,
diabetes association, etc. )

do

Home economics extension program:
Senior or supervising Home Economics Extension Agent
No o of _agents
Noo of program aides
Nutrition Committee members and agencies represented

ee

fo

go
h.

7o

-----------

-------------------

Daytime Programs for children: Number
Number of children served
Number serving meals
Head Start Programs:
Number - - ----Number of children served
Sponsoring Agency (ies)
Director
New�papers - -- --- - 
- Radio stations
Television stati�ns
Othei; pertinent programs, e. g. , Office of .. Economic . Opportunity,
Community Action Program, Emergency Food and Medical Program, Home
Delivered Meals, Senior Citizen Ce�ter, etc o

----------------

Vital statistics: (county)
·. Actual Number b irths
a o Birth rate 19
" White ,,(1) White "
"
"
Non-Wh ite"
(2) Non-White
Actual
Number
Deaths
b o Death rate 19 ·
"
"
White
"
(1) White - "
"Non-White"
(2) Non-White
c. Specific mortality rates (last . calendar year)
(1) County:
Rate
Total
Maternal:
II White
II Non-White
Rate
Total
Infant
II White
II Non-White

-------

---------------------

--------

--------

--------

--------

______
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Total --------------- Rate
Neonatal :
.;....
White
# Non-White
( 2) State :
Maternal :
Total
Rate
# White
# Non-White
Infant :
To tal ---------------- Rate --------# White
# Non-White
Neonatal :
Total
# White
# Non-White
Deliveries (Last ,Calendar Year) Total
White ·- · Non-White
(1) # live births
( 2) # hqspi�al detiveries
(3) # ;home deliveries
( 4) # illegitimate births
(5) # births less than 5lbs . 8oz .
(6) # births to mothers under
18 years
Ten leading causes of death (Last Calendar Y�ar)
Number -------(1)

#

--------

-------

--------

d.

---

e.

( 2 ) �----------------------------( 3)
(4)
(5 )
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
( 10 )

II

"
"
"

If
If
If
If

"

8.

Cultural cha�acteristics : (such as Ethnic Groups , Attitudes , Nutrition ,
Food and . Health Concepts , Opinion Molders , etc. )

9.

Results of : any nutrition status or diet�ry studies done in the countyo
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10. Discussion of food and nutrition problems and needs which can b e met
through the public health nutrition progra� o ·

Div o of Health/Nutr o Section/ 5 /70

APPENDIX C
THE·HIGH�S COUNTY 1972 NUTRITION PROGRAM PLAN
Io

Overview
During the past .year .the need for nutrition services in Highlands

County has continued, while interest in .nutr�tion and : opportunities for
A well-baby clinic has been

providing nutrition services haye increased .

started at .the Health Department and a Community Health Worker has been
hired .

The nutritionist has been asked to provide nutrition services at .

Avon . Park and Lake Placi4 Clinics.

Nurses have begun to ask for in-service

training in nutrition.
Mothers and children and the elderly are groups deserving priority
in program planning .

According to the 1968 and 1969 issues of Florida

Vital Statistics, the resident infant mortality rate . in Highlands County
declined from 32. 1 in 1968 to 17 . 6 in 1969.

In 1968, lO o l percent of .the

bab ie� born in Highlands County weighed 5 lb . 8 oz o or less, whil � in
1969, 9 . 6 percent ; were in this category.

Some progress may have ·been

made . in improving prenat.al and infant.nutritlon, but more work is needed.
Much could be done for the elderly, if time were available .
percent of the Highlands population · is over 65 0

Twenty

Older people tend , to

eat poorer diets because they have . lower incomes . and often live alone and :
do not feel like cooking for themselves .

They tend to . have more . chronic

conditions and . require more therapeutic diets o

With _ heart disease being

the leading cause of death in the county and diabet�s mellitus being among
the ten leading causes of death, the need for diet counseling is clear . ·
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By July , 19 7 2 , all counties in F lorida are to ,be par tic�pating in
the Food , Stamp Program o

This wi ll create another area of : need for nutri

tion education , for food stamps must be spent wi sely if they are to
promote good nutrition .

At present , Highlands County does not have a

Home Economics Extension Agent who could help with _ this teaching o
Sec�etary Emmett Roberts h�s asked the Nutri ti,on Sec tion to provide
assis tance to S tate Ins t�tutions whicq are . par t . of the Depar tment of
Health and Rehab i litat�ve Services o

The Alcoholic Rehab i li tation Center

does no t have . a Registered Dietitian and has expres sed inter�st in
receiving assistance , from the nutri tionist o
Ilo

Maj or Obj ec t ives
lo

Provide nutritioµ counseling to all ma ter�ity pati�nts .

2.

Provide nutrit�on counseling for . selec ted patient s . a t well-b aby
clinics o

3.

Provide and co ordinat� nutrition education for Food Stamp
rec ipients .

4.

Provide gener�l nutrition education and diet couns eling at Avon
Park and Lake Placid clinics .

5.

S trengthen . nurs�s ' ab ility to provide nutri�ion counseling o

6.

Serve as a nutri tion resource person for the communi ty health .
worker .

7.

Provide nutrition consultation to the Alcoholic Rehabilita tion
Center .
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III o

Criteria for Eva�uat�on of County Nutr ition Program
lo

Comp le tion o f planned services .

2.

Food hab i ts of appro.xima tely 50 ma ternity pa tients will be
evaluat�d at ,their first visit and the 8 th month .

Weight

gains , hemoglob ins , and infant weight .will also be recorded o
3.

C omments from cq-workers and program par ticipants regarding
worth of progr�ms .

IV .

Plans for Nutrition Services
lo

Nutrition counseling at ma terni ty c�ini� will b e provided by
the nutrit ionist _and public health nurses .

The nutrit ionist

wi ll try to b e . at ma terni ty c�inic twice a month , but wi ll
defini tely b e _ pr esent once a . montQ .
2.

Nutri tion services will b e provided once a , month a t Avon Park
and Lake Placid well-baby clinics .

3.

One after�oon . a mon�h wi ll be availab le for _ consultation at the
Alcoholic Rehab iii tation Cent�r .

4o

In-service nutri ;ion tra ining wi ll b e provi4ed as reques ted
by the nur sing s t�ff .

S.

This could be done on a monthly basis .

The nutr�t ionist _will be ava ilab le on an informal basis to
answer quest ions o f the nurses and community health worker .

6.

The nutritionist wi�l work through the Highiands Cou�ty Nutrition
Committee in planning and coordinating nutrition education
programs . f or Food Stamp recipients .

V.

Procedures to b e Used in Carrying Out Nutrition Services ·
Group and individual counseling wi�l be provided at maternity , Avon .

Park , and . Lake P lacid C linic s .

Public hea l th nurses . will assist wi th
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nutrition counseling at maternity clinic.

At well-baby clinic indivi-

dual counseling will be provided .to selected patientso

Home visits will

be limit�d, with most counseling being done at . clinicso
Plan discusse4 with Nursing Director .and Healt� Officer o

---------------- Health Officer
-------------- Nutritionist

______________Nursi ng
Director
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